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Abstract

Hypersonic 	ow over the nose of a blunt body with
a forward�facing cavity into which cold gas is injected
is examined
 Numerical calculations indicate that bow
shock oscillations remain the same or increase in am�
plitude and frequency compared to a cavity with no
mass injection depending on the direction of injec�
tion �radial or axial� and the gas injected �air or he�
lium�
 Strong resonant pressure oscillations which oc�
cur within the cavity draw the injected gas out of
the cavity during the out	ow portion of the cycle and
cause the injected gas to pool in the cavity during in�
	ow
 The injected gas remains cold even after exiting
the cavity


� Introduction

Hypersonic vehicles are designed to withstand severe
heat loads
 Maximum heating and� hence� the poten�
tial for material ablation� is typically most critical at
the nose tip
 Recently� several papers have appeared
involving the use of a forward facing cavity in the nose
tip to reduce stagnation point heating

Preliminary experiments using an infrared �IR�

camera by Yuceil et al
 �� indicated that larger di�
ameter� shallow cavities �length�to�diameter �L�D� be�
tween �
�� and �
��� created a stable �cool ring� just
outside of a sharp cavity lip with temperatures locally
lower than those found on a simple spherical nose
 A
joint numerical and experimental study by Engblom
et al
 �� concluded that sharp cavity lips produce
not only a separated recirculation region �accounting
for the �cool ring�� but also severe heating just in�
side the cavity for weakly oscillating 	ows
 In time�
accurate numerical simulations by Engblom et al
 ���
it was found that resonant oscillations are obtained
if either freestream 	uctuations are present or a su��
ciently deep cavity is employed

Yuceil �� reported experimental results for a deep

cavity with an L�D��
� for which he found substantial
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cooling over the entire nose region compared to the
baseline case �no cavity�
 Engblom and Goldstein
�� showed that substantial surface nose�tip cooling is
achieved by creating strong longitudinal pressure os�
cillations within the cavity to induce large bow shock
oscillations
 That numerical e�ort also found that the
heat reduction bene�t appeared to increase with mean
relative bow shock speed

In order to control the shock oscillations� mass injec�

tion has been explored
 Marquart et al
 �� found ex�
perimentally that low 	ow rate mass injection through
four radial jets into a cavity reduced the amplitude of
shock oscillations inside that cavity
 For a freestream
Mach number of ��� Huebner and Utreja �� also ob�
served an increase in shock stability �i
e
 decrease
in shock oscillation strength� for their half�scale deep
cavity case with radial mass injection through four
ports lying ���� from the axis of symmetry
 John�
son ��� however� found that a 	ow instability was ob�
served when a small quantity of gas was injected for�
ward along the axis of symmetry into the back of the
cavity �referred to hereafter as axial mass injection�
under freestream conditions of M���
 Johnson sug�
gests that the mechanism causing this instability in�
volves the successive formation and shedding of non�
axisymmetric vortices inside the cavity

The possible mechanisms by which mass injection

could damp bow shock oscillations remains uncertain

It could be that the injected material disrupts the ax�
ially moving waves and increases dissipation
 That
is� the injected material may produce severe temper�
ature 	uctuations in the cavity which di�ract strong
waves
 As to increasing oscillation strength for axial
jets� besides Johnson�s suggestion� there may be other
possibilities as yet undetermined

The objective of this study is to investigate the ef�

fects of cold gas injection on a forward�facing cavity�s
oscillating shock dynamics
 The results also shed some
light on the possible uses of mass injection in various
supersonic combustor geometries

This paper presents results from a numerical study

of the 	uid mechanics and basic thermodynamics
�heating rates are not speci�cally sought after� of
forward�facing cavity 	ows with either axial or radial
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mass injection
 We �rst discuss the computational
modeling used with particular emphasis on grid resolu�
tion requirements in Section �
 The �rst set of results
presented in section �
� includes numerical simulation
data for an axial mass injector using both air and he�
lium
 Section �
� provides results for a radial helium
mass injector


� Methodology

��� Computer Code Description

A commercial computer code� INCA �licensed from
Amtec Engineering�� was used for this study
 INCA is
a �nite�volume code which utilizes 	ux splitting with
upwinding to capture strong shocks
 Fluxes are com�
puted with the 	ux splitting of Steger and Warm�
ing
 INCA o�ers an e�cient Lower�Upper Succes�
sive Gauss�Seidel �LU�SGS� implicit solver to calcu�
late steady 	ow�elds
 The LU�SGS algorithm approxi�
mately solves the system of equations using two sweeps
of a point Gauss�Seidel relaxation
 INCA o�ers a vari�
ation of the LU�SGS implicit solver to calculate un�
steady 	ows which was utilized in the present work

This algorithm permits much larger time steps than
a simple Euler step method by performing a su�cient
number of sub�iterations at each time step
 This algo�
rithm is also second�order accurate in time


INCA allows for the addition of multiple species
through the speci�cation of the species type� the
species molecular weight� and Blottner�s viscosity co�
e�cients
 Blottner�s viscosity coe�cients are also used
to calculate the thermal conductivity for each species
using the Eucken�Wilkes method
 Speci�cation of the
Schmidt Number and the coe�cients for the temper�
ature dependent curves for the calculation of speci�c
heat� enthalpy� and entropy� for each species is also re�
quired
 This program also allows for the addition of
the two equation k�� turbulence model


All grid generation is performed using an algebraic
grid generation code which is capable of producing
near orthogonal grids based and utilizes exponential�
linear�exponential spacing


��� Numerical Assumptions

A hemispherically blunted cylinder� �
�� cm in diam�
eter� with an axial cavity of length L from the base to
the lip �Fig
 �� is modeled
 The cavity diameter �D�
is �
�� cm
 The length of the cavity is �
�� cm� giv�
ing a length to diameter ratio of �
�
 The cavity lip is
modeled as sharp
 This geometry at Mach � has been

d=3.6 mm

w=0.9752 mm

1.4 mm

L=5.08 cm

D=2.54 cm

cavity

centerline(a)

(b)

Figure �� Schematic of axial cavity in the nose region
of a hypersonic vehicle
�a� Indicates position of axial
jet
 �b� Indicates position of radial slot jet


determined by Engblom and Goldstein �� to undergo
self�sustaining shock wave oscillations

For modeling mass injection� the exit plane of a su�

personic nozzle is introduced into the model on one
portion of the cavity surface
 For axial mass injection�
the radius of the exit plane was �
� mm with the jet
centerline on the axis of symmetry �indicated by �a�
in �g
 ��
 For radial mass injection� the width of the
exit plane was �
���� mm and the jet circumscribed
the entire perimeter of the cavity at a distance of �
��
mm from the base of the cavity �indicated by �b� in �g

��
 At the injector in	ow plane� velocity� temperature�
and pressure were speci�ed as constants

The freestream gas was air of Mach number �
 The

air temperature and pressure were speci�ed as �� K
and �
� kPa� respectively
 Air or helium was used as
the gas for the mass injection into the cavity
 We may
de�ne a dimensionless mass 	ow coe�cient

�mc �
�mjet

�mcavity

���

where �mcavity is the mass 	ow due to freestream con�
ditions into the projected cavity mouth and �mjet is
the mass injection 	ow rate
 Axial air mass injec�
tion had �mc��
���� at an injector Mach number of
�
���� a temperature of �� K� and a pressure of ��
kPa at the exit plane
 For axial helium mass injec�
tion� �mc��
���� was used at an injector Mach number
of �
��� and the same static temperature and pressure
at the exit plane
 For the radial helium mass injec�
tion� �mc��
���
 All other exit plane run parameters
for radial helium mass injection were speci�ed at the
same values as in the axial helium mass injection case

These and other speci�c run parameters are summa�
rized in table �

Several simplifying assumptions were made in the

simulations
 First� the wall temperature was assumed
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Gas air helium
� �
� �
��

R �J�kg K� ��� ����
Pressure �kPa� �� ��
Temperature �K� �� ��

��Pa�sec� ���� ���� ����� ����

Mach Number �
��� �
��
injection type� axial axial radial
jet size �mm� �
� �
� �
����

�mc ���x���� ���x���� ���x����

Reinjector ���x��� ���x��� ���x���

Table �� Exit plane run parameters for injected gas

isothermal �Twall���� K�
 As a reasonable approxima�
tion� both the air and helium were assumed calorically
perfect
 Also� the 	ow was assumed axisymmetric

This was appropriate because pressure oscillations at
the cavity base in the deep cavity experiments of Yu�
ceil �� are typically planar �i
e
� negligible radial vari�
ations� when there is no mass injection
 Axisymmetric
mass injection was assumed not to produce appreciable
non�axisymmetric 	ow
 Due to the small scale of the
	ow�eld �i
e
� nose region�� laminar 	ow is assumed
for the axial injection case and initially for the ra�
dial injection case
 The freestream Reynolds number
based on body diameter was roughly �
�x��� cm��

The actual Reynolds number per centimeter was much
smaller along the body surface inside the cavity and
outside the cavity near the lip due to the low speed
of the 	ow
 Since the characteristic 	ow lengths were
less than one centimeter and a favorable pressure gra�
dient was often present� transition to turbulent 	ow
might not be expected to occur within the cavity un�
less the oscillation and gas injection within the cavity
cause the 	ow to �trip�
 For the jet con�gurations in
the present work� however� the maximum Reinjector
is �
�x��� and the laminar 	ow assumptions for the
cavity with injection were thus doubtful in practice as
will be shown in section �
�
 Hence� we place greater
emphasis on utilizing a turbulence model described be�
low


��� Numerical Procedure

A surface cell thickness of �
�E�� m was chosen to ob�
tain a relatively �ne grid near the body surface since
heat transfer rates were not a concern for the present

�For radial injection� jet size is the width of the jet� and

Reinjector is based on width of jet� For axial injection� jet size

is the radius of the jet and Reinjector is based on the diameter

of the jet�
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Figure �� Schematic two zone grid as used for numer�
ical calculations


work
 This cell thickness and the initial �coarse�
grid were determined by reviewing the grid re�nement
studies of Engblom et al
 ��
 A two�zone grid� in
which one zone contains only the cavity region was
implemented ��g
 ��
 The shock does occasionally
cross the boundary between the two zones when air
was injected� but results show that this had a negligi�
ble e�ect on accuracy


A grid re�nement study was conducted for the axial
injection case to determine if the interior cell resolution
was �ne enough to capture the mass di�usion between
helium and air
 This study found that a �ne mesh
with twice the number of grid points in the axial� az�
imuthal� and radial directions in both zones produced
a more distinct concentration contour boundaries be�
tween the helium and air
 However� the same vortex
ring patterns were apparent after two to three cycles
and the overall contour patterns of species concentra�
tions were the same
 This grid re�nement study also
found that the pressure contours and the base pres�
sure history plots showed the same trends for both
runs
 Due to these similarities in the 	uid dynamic
trends� it was decided that for the present work the
coarse grid �zone � � ��x���� zone � � ��x��� produced
acceptable results and further Direct Numerical Sim�
ulation �DNS� used this grid


A second grid re�nement study was conducted for
the radial injection case
 This was done because the
initial investigation of the radial case showed the vor�
tex dynamics to be more complicated than those found
in the axial injection case
 It was found that �ner
meshes produced signi�cantly di�erent trends in the
vortex dynamics when DNS without any turbulence
model was attempted
 These di�erences included an
increase in the number of vortices with �ner meshes
�the coarse mesh produced almost no vortices at all�
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as well as variations in vortex positions in the cav�
ity� di�erent rates of di�usion rates between the he�
lium and air as indicated by di�erent concentration
contours� and somewhat chaotic behavior of the cav�
ity pressure contours and base pressure trace
 Figure
� is representative of the complicated nature of the
	ow in the cavity for DNS
 Because the di�erences did
not disappear as progressively �ner meshes were used
�doubled in radial direction� tripled in the axial direc�
tion� then doubled again in the radial direction and
increased ��� in the axial direction�� it seemed un�
likely that grid convergence would be obtained using
the available computational resources
 For this reason�
a two equation k�� turbulence model was utilized and
the grid convergence study was repeated
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Figure �� Helium contours for the radial injection DNS
case


With the turbulence model on� the �rst two compu�
tational cycles �startup� of a coarse resolution �zone �
� ��x���� zone � � ��x���� medium resolution �zone �
� ���x���� zone � � ��x����� and �ne resolution �zone
� � ���x���� zone � � ���x���� grids were compared

Prior to the �rst cycle� the 	ow�eld started as two
distinct regions� within the cavity� the air was at rest
at stagnation point conditions� while everywhere else�
the air was moving at freestream conditions
 During
the dramatic motion of the �rst two cycles� the posi�
tion of the bow shock was established and some of the
later 	uid dynamic trends were seen
 During startup�
the coarse grid run had smoother helium contours than
the medium grid
 Interspecies di�usion appeared more
rapid on the coarse grid
 However� there were no sub�
stantial changes between a medium and �ne resolution
grid �i
e
 helium concentration and pressure contours
were practically identical�
 Hence� grid convergence
was assumed to occur at the medium grid level
 To
demonstrate this convergence� concentration contours

on the medium and �ne resolution grids were com�
pared in �gure � after a third computational cycle
at the same point in the cycle �i
e
 point of lowest
base pressure�
 The medium resolution grid with the
k�� turbulence model was thus utilized to obtain the
results for the radial gas injection case
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Figure �� Comparison of �� helium concentration con�
tours showing grid convergence between medium and
�ne resolution grids


To examine the temporal convergence� time�
accurate simulations were conducted for the case of
radial helium injection into the cavity using a steady
oscillating 	ow �eld solution as an initial condition

This case was chosen because it appeared to have the
�nest 	ow scales of the three cases that were inves�
tigated
 The sensitivity of the residual �the measure
of global convergence level� and the base pressure his�
tory trace to the global time step and number of sub�
iterations was studied for representative cases with the
turbulence model o�
 A three to four order of magni�
tude change in the residual per time step was desired
while trends in the base pressure history traces must
be the same
 This study ensured temporal convergence
and helped to determine which parameters provide the
most e�cient solution �minimum cost�
 Then� with
the turbulence model turned on� the time step was
further reduced to again verify temporal convergence

Generally� one pressure oscillation cycle was solved us�
ing approximately ����� global time steps �depending
on oscillation frequency� with � sub�iterations per time
step
 The corresponding CPU time requirement was
typically ����� hours�cycle on a DEC Alpha ��������
depending on the options utilized

The results for the axial mass injection were ob�

tained using time�accurate simulations with a steady
oscillating 	ow �eld solution as an initial condition

The results for the radial helium injection were ob�
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tained using time�accurate simulations beginning from
startup �as described above� with the k�� turbulence
model


� Results

The device modeled resembles the model used in the
Mach � tests conducted at The University of Texas at
Austin ��
 Upstream of a L�D��
� cavity� the shock
undergoes self�sustaining oscillations
 Computational
results for a shock undergoing self�sustaining oscilla�
tions with no mass injection are discussed by Engblom
and Goldstein ��


��� Axial Mass Injection

When a cold gas is introduced into the cavity along
its centerline� the magnitude of the shock oscillations
is greater than the case of no mass injection
 The
shock oscillation does not appear to be damped by
the mass injection as was initially expected base on the
works of Marquart et al
 �� and Huebner and Utreja
��
 However� the 	uid mechanisms associated with
the oscillations are di�erent
 The observed increase in
bow shock oscillation strength is most likely related to
the increased instability observed by Johnson ��


����� Air Injection

The shock oscillation with axial air injection appears
to be larger than in the baseline case with no gas injec�
tion
 The cold stream of air forces the shock to move
a greater distance away from the lip of the cavity ��g

�� than in the no injection case during the out	ow
portion of the cycle
 The cold air stream is dragged
out of the cavity during this portion of the cycle by
the co�	owing exhausting cavity gas and impinges on
the lip as the 	ow is turned back toward the body by
the high pressure region just downstream of the bow
shock
 The cold air remains close to the body and rel�
atively cool as indicated by area � of �gure �
 During
the in	ow portion of the cycle� the shock approaches
closer to the lip of the cavity ��g
 �� as compared
to the no injection case
 The cold air that has not
been blown clear is pushed back into the cavity� but
does not �ll the cavity
 The frequency of oscillation
����� Hz� is roughly the same as in the no injection
case ����� Hz���
 The di�erence in the frequency of
oscillation should be due to the somewhat greater bow
shock stando� distance� L�� the distance between the
mean bow shock location and the cavity base along the
centerline� since the overall distance traveled by the
bow shock when cold air is injected is slightly greater
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than that without air injection
 The di�erence in the
frequency may also be due to a slower speed of sound
since the mean temperature within the cavity dropped
due to the injection of cold air
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The pressure oscillations within the cavity vary from
one half an atmosphere to three atmospheres during
the course of a cycle
 The highest pressure occurs out�
side of the cavity� behind the shock as it begins to
move forward during the out	ow portion of the cycle
��g
 ��
 It is possible that this large pressure variation
is a contributing factor to the the maximumbow shock
stando� distance being as large as was observed and
that the oscillation strength of the bow shock �insta�
bility of the 	ow� was increased as seen by Johnson ���
although the phenomena observed by Johnson was not
axisymmetric and this numerical study� by de�nition�
is axisymmetric
 Another possibility for the increase
in bow shock oscillation strength is that the air injec�
tion with pressure wave induced jet pinch�o� is acting
as a periodic forcing function if a spring�mass�damper
model similar to that discussed by Engblom �� holds
true in this case


����� Helium Injection

Helium has a much lower molecular weight than air�
and thus has a higher sonic velocity than air at a
given temperature
 The higher sonic velocity is be�
lieved to cause an increase in the oscillation frequency
of the bow shock when helium is injected into the cav�
ity ����� Hz� over that of the bow shock when no mass
is injected ����� Hz� ��
 The oscillation frequency� f��
is expected to follow from the primary mode frequency
calculated from equation � of reference ��� here rewrit�
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ten as

f� �
�a

�L�
���

where here

�a �
�

�
�astag � aHe� ���

is roughly the average speed of sound between the bow
shock and the cavity basewall
 The speed of sound�a�
is de�ned as

a �
p
�RT ���

where � is the ratio of the speci�c heats� R is the gas
constant and T is the temperature of the stagnant
gas in the cavity� Tstag when calculating astag
 When
calculating aHe� T is the stagnation temperature of
the cold gas injected� Tstag�He
 Obviously� depending
on the actual 	uid dynamics� the mean speed of sound
along L� may vary from �a

The discrepancy in the oscillation frequency �����

Hz vs
 ���� Hz� can be explained using equation �

The speed of sound for the helium injection is approx�
imately ��� m�sec which leads to a mean cavity speed
of sound of ��� m�sec from equation �� as compared
to ��� m�sec in the no�gas�injection baseline case
 As�
suming that the distance between the mean bow shock
location and the cavity base along the centerline is ap�
proximately constant between the two cases� equation
� predicts an oscillation frequency of ���� Hz for the
case with no mass injection and ���� Hz for the helium
injection case
 The agreement between the observed
and calculated frequencies for the case of axial helium
injection seems good

The helium spreads within the cavity during the

in	ow portion of the shock oscillation cycle �as the
shock moves towards the cavity mouth�� but fails to
�ll the cavity ��g
 ��
 As the pressure wave during

�
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in	ow reaches the back of the cavity� it appears to
constrict the jet
 The pressure wave re	ected o� the
cavity basewall is then followed forward by a strong
vortex ring whose core is �lled with helium
 The ring
is then dragged out of the cavity as the shock moves
far enough upstream from the cavity lip to allow the
vortex ring of helium to be caught up in the mean out�
	owing streamlines ��g
 ���
 These streamlines force
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the rings of helium back towards the body
 Once out�
side the cavity� the helium remains close to the body
wall
 Each helium ring moving around the body ex�
periences an axisymmetric stretching
 These areas of
high helium concentration di�use into the air once they
are outside of the cavity and remain cool ��g
 ��b�


The di�usion may be hindered by the rapid rotation of
the stretched vortex cores and the centrifugal species
separation e�ect
 Figures ��a and ��b show that
the helium remains cold throughout the entire cycle
until the helium becomes di�used into the air
 This
interaction mechanism appears novel
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The variations in pressure are not as great with he�
lium injection as with air injection
 In the case of he�
lium injection the highest pressure oscillations appear
to be con�ned to the bottom half of the cavity
 A
small area of high pressure also occurs behind the bow
shock just before it begins to move forward ��g
 ���

This high pressure spot does not appear to be as large
in size or strength as that seen in the axial air injec�
tion
 This may contribute to the slightly weaker shock
oscillation for the axial helium injection over that of

�



the air injection
 The distance the bow shock travels�
however� is still greater than that of the no injection
case and is a partial explanation for the di�erence in
calculated and observed frequency mentioned above
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Figure ��� Pressure contour plot for axial helium in�
jection case just prior to the bow show beginning to
move forward


��� Radial Helium Injection

Now consider the separate case of radial helium gas
injection
 In this case� the injected gas has no forward
momentumwith which to create a strong forward mov�
ing jet
 Yet the shock oscillations during radial mass
injection are comparable to those without mass injec�
tion� approaching a steady level after perhaps ten cy�
cles ��g
 ���
 Although a completely steady�state os�
cillation is not reached� the solution is believed to be
asymptotically approaching a steady�state limit
 As
in the case of axial helium injection� the frequency of
oscillation �approximately ���� Hz� increased over the
case of no mass injection ����� Hz�
 The increase in
oscillation frequency of the radial helium injection over
that of the axial helium injection is most likely due to
the cavity now being nearly fully �lled with helium

This study of radial helium injection shows that

even large amounts of mass injection is not enough
to decrease the bow shock oscillation as was believed
by Marquart et al
 �� and Huebner and Utreja ��

However� the parameters used for the present numer�
ical study are su�ciently di�erent from those used
in �� and �� that complete agreement could not be
expected
 Considering the uniformity of the helium
within the cavity and the smoothness of the oscilla�
tions� it would appear that the same mechanisms are
responsible for self�sustained oscillations as were dis�
cussed by Engblom �� for a cavity without mass in�
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Figure ��� Base pressure history plot for radial helium
injection from startup
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Figure ��� Helium concentration contours for radial
injection showing helium just beginning to escape from
the cavity


During the in	ow portion of the �rst cycle� the he�
lium completely �lls the cavity� and the cavity remains
�lled with high concentrations of helium from that
time on
 On the out	ow portion of each following cy�
cle ��g
 ���� helium 	ows out of the cavity in cool
streams which represent turbulence model smoothed
vortex cores
 These areas of helium continue to di�use
into the air once they are outside of the cavity and
moving downstream� creating a cool helium �lm over
the body ��g
 ���
 The cool helium being convected
around the body is believed to increase the cooling ef�
fect during out	ow since it protects the body surface as
the movement of the shock increases the relative Mach
number and therefore the temperature of the nearby
gas
 During the in	ow portion of the cycle� the helium

�
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Figure ��� Temperature contours overlaid on helium
concentration contours for radial injection with the
shock moving aft of helium �lm forming around body


that has not 	owed out of the cavity is pushed back
into the cavity by the high pressure air behind the ap�
proaching bow shock and remains in the cavity ��g

��� until the shock begins to move forward again
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Figure ��� Helium concentration contours for radial in�
jection of helium being restricted to cavity when shock
approaches cavity lip


The pressure waves within the cavity remain rela�
tively planar for this case ��g
 ��� which may in part
account for the sinusoidal appearance of the base pres�
sure history ��g
 ��� and in turn the steady bow shock
oscillations


Discussion

Shock oscillations due to pressure waves inside a
forward�facing cavity are altered by mass injection into
the cavity
 Axial cold air injection increases the mag�
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Figure ��� Pressure contours for radial helium injec�
tion case are relatively planar


nitude of the shock oscillation while having almost no
e�ect on the bow shock oscillation frequency
 The in�
jected air remains cold after exiting the cavity and is
likely to increase the cooling on the cavity lip
 Cold
helium injection� however� causes the frequency of the
shock oscillations to increase over that with no mass
injection most likely due to the high speed of sound
of the helium
 Axial helium injection is also found to
cause the distance which the shock oscillations cover
to increase� while the radial helium injection produces
little change in magnitude of the shock oscillations

The helium remains cold and di�uses little once out�
side the cavity in both cases
 Radially injected helium
	ows out of the cavity periodically in cold streams

The mechanism which causes the periodic out	ow of
He from the cavity could be used as a 	ow control valve
for a fuel �e
g
 H�� which would remain cold until it
was otherwise required by a downstream combustor

That is� the ability to inject� say� H� into a hyper�
sonic freestream while keeping it cool and retarding
mixing is interesting
 If the gas is found not to move
far enough away to prove useful for fuel injection� the
coincident possibility of using the ejected cold gas to
�lm cool the injector structure may prove useful
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